Abstract
Introduction
Since fuzzy set was introduced by Zadeh, many approaches and theories treating imprecision and uncertainty have been proposed. Out of several higher order fuzzy sets, Intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) proposed by Atanassov and interval-valued fuzzy set (IvFS) first conceived by Zadeh are two primary extensions of the conventional fuzzy set theory, both of which alleviate some drawbacks of Zadeh's fuzzy set and have been found to be highly useful to deal with vagueness. Later, vague set theory was presented as another extension of the classic fuzzy theory, which is proved to be equivalent to IFS. In addition, interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy set (IvIFS), as another useful generation of fuzzy set, was then introduced by combining IFS concept with IvFS concept. After that, many scholars have studied this topic and obtained some meaningful results in the fields of multi-criteria decision, group decision, aggregation, and grey relational analysis based on intuitionistic fuzzy sets [9, 15, 26] .
As is well known, the distance measure, information entropy and inclusion measure are three important issues in fuzzy set theory, which have been widely applied to pattern recognition, cluster analysis, image processing and decision making. With respect to intuitionistic fuzzy set initialed by Atanassov [1] , the three concepts still play significant role in many deployed systems and application problems involving intuitionistic fuzzy sets.
The distance measure of IFSs indicates the divergence degree of two IFSs and plays an important role in some application fields including pattern recognition, approximate reasoning and decision making. For instance, Grzegorzewski [7] and Chen [5] presented some distance measures for IFSs and IvFSs. In 2010, Xu [16] also proposed many distance measures of IFS and applied them to intuitionistic fuzzy group decision. Zeng [25] discussed relationship between normalized distance measure, entropy, similarity measure of IvFSs (or IFSs). Additionally, many methods for computing similarity measure between intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFSs) and interval-valued fuzzy sets (IvFSs) have been proposed [18] . For example, Szmidit [10] presented a similarity measure of IFSs for supporting medical diagnostic reasoning. Later, Hung [8] also presented a similarity measure of IFSs based on Hausdorff distance metric and applied it to pattern recognition.
The inclusion measure of fuzzy sets represents the degree to which a fuzzy set is contained in another fuzzy set. Sinha [11] first introduced an axiomatic definition of the inclusion measure of fuzzy sets. Later on, Cornelis [4] revised sinha's axiom, and proposed an inclusion for intuitionistic fuzzy set. Bustince [2] investigated the inclusion grade for interval-valued fuzzy sets. Information entropy, as a measure of fuzziness often used in the literature, described the fuzziness degree or uncertain information of a fuzzy set and is first mentioned by Zadeh. It has received great attention recently. In 1972 [6] Deluca and Termini presented some axioms to dscribe the fuzziness degree of fuzzy set, with which a fuzzy entropy based on Shannon's function was proposed. After that, many other researchers have studied the fuzzy entropy in different ways. Kaufmann proposed a new fuzziness measure of fuzzy set by a distance between its membership function and the membership function of its nearest crisp set. In 1979, Yager also put forward a kind of fuzzy entropy based on the distance from the fuzzy set to its complement set. Recently, Szmidt [12] and Kacprzyk proposed entropy for intuitionistic fuzzy set by employing a geometric interpretation of IFS. And Vlachos [13] studied the intuitionistic fuzzy information entropy and its application to pattern recognition. In 2010, Ye [20] also proposed two effective measures of intuitionistic fuzzy entropy. As for interval-valued fuzzy set, Burillo and Bustince [3] presented entropy on IvFSs and on intuitionistic fuzzy sets. And Zeng [25] proposed a new concept of entropy for IvFS by a different view from Ref. [3] . And Vlachos [14] studied the subset hood and entropy of interval-valued fuzzy sets. Moreover, the entropy of vague set has been studied by many authors [24] . Additionally, we presented some entropy formulae of intervalued intuitionistic fuzzy sets [22, 23] . Recently, the information entropy measures have been app-lied in many areas such as decision making [17, 21] , fault diagnosis [19] .
However, by now, although some information entropy formulae and inclusion measures of IFSs have been introduced, and applied to many real life problems [26, 27] , there is little investigation on their relationships among them. Therefore, it is worthwhile to focus on discovering the close relationships among distance measure, information entropy and inclusion measure for IFS. In section 2, we first summarize the axiomatic definitions of distance measure, entropy and inclusion measure for IFSs. Further, in section 3, some theorems reflecting the relationship among distance measure, information entropy, inclusion measure are obtained, based on which some new formulae to evaluate the distance measure, information entropy, inclusion measure of IFS are then presented.
Preliminaries
, where ] [I is the family of all the subset of [0, 1], some basic notations are given below.
represent the lower and upper bound of membership interval of that element i x to the set A , respectively. We denote by ) ( X IvF all the IvFSs in X .
Definition 2.3 [1]. An intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS)
represent the degree of membership and non-membership of that element i
x to the set A , respectively. We denote by
A point i
x is said to be crossover point of IvIFS A, if
Definition 2.4. An interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy set A in the finite universe X can be expressed by the form [22] Distance
[I is the nonmembership degree interval of that element to the set, and the condition 0  )
x is said to be crossover point of IvIFS A, when
x ∈ X , an interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy set reduces to an intuitionistic fuzzy set. Definition 2.5. Let A , B ∈IF (X), some basic operations are defined as follows [1] :
is named as the distance measure of IFSs on universe X , if it satisfies properties [7] :
For example, the following distance measures of IFSs had been proposed:
is named an information entropy of IFSs on finite universe X , if E satisfies all the following properties [12] :
Below, we display some entropy formulae of intuitionistic fuzzy set A , which fulfill all the above conditions (P1 − P4). 
, which is defined as
is named as the inclusion measure of IFSs on universe X , if it satisfies the following properties: reduces to the subsethood of fuzzy sets. Now, we give two inclusion measures between IFSs A , B as below.
Relationships among distance measure, information entropy, inclusion measure of IFSs
According to the previous discussion, one can notice that the real functions of distance measure, information entropy and inclusion measure of IFSs are not unique. Therefore, in what follows we will investigate on some important relationships among the distance measure, information entropy measure, and the inclusion measure of IFSs in detail. And then we put forward some novel formulae to calculate the distance measure, inclusion measure and information entropy of IFSs.
Theorem 3.1. Assume d is a distance measure of intuitionistic fuzzy sets, for
is a similarity measure between IFSs A and B .
Proof. The proof is straightforward (omitted).
Theorem 3.2. Assume d is a distance measure of intuitionistic fuzzy sets, let
is an information entropy measure of IFS A .
Proof.
We only need to prove that all the properties in Definition 2.7 hold.
(P1):
If A is a crisp set, i.e., A ∈P (X), and due to that d is a distance measure of intuitionistic fuzzy sets, then from definition 2.6, we have )
Hence, A = A . Thus, by the Definition 2.6 of distance measure, we get )
(P3):
If A is less fuzzy than B , denoted by A ≪ B , then we know, when
Distance
Therefore, by the definition 2.6 of distance measure of IFSs, we have )
Therefore, by the definition of distance measure of IFSs, we get )
(P4): From the definition of distance measure of IFSs, we know that
and ,
A u A v are the membership and non-membership degree of intuitionistic fuzzy set A , respectively, then
is an entropy of IFS A .
Proof. (P1):
i.e., )
(P2): From the definition of distance measure, we immediately have
(P3):
Since A is less fuzzy than B , then we know, when
Known by the definition of distance measure, we have ) , (
and from the definition of distance measure, it follows that 
is an inclusion measures of IFSs A and B .
Proof. (I1) If
A = X , B = , then ) )( , ( x B A h = ( ) , ( B A u h ( x ), ) , ( B A v h ( x )) = (0, 1), ∀ x ∈ X . i.e., ) ( ) , ( X P B A h  .
Again by axiomatic property of entropy we know that
. Thus, by the axiomatic definition 2.7 of entropy we have )) ,
. Similarly, we can get that
Theorem 3.5. Let I be an inclusion measure of IFSs, for each A ∈IF (X), A be the complement of IFS A , then
Proof. We need to prove that it satisfies all the axiomatic properties of entropy for IFS.
(P2): From property (I2) in the definition of inclusion measure 2.9, we immediately have
If A is less fuzzy than B , then we easily deduce that
. With the property (I3) in definition 2.9 of inclusion measure, we get ) 
Conclusion

